NEW
Smoothing
Treatment
Suitable for all hair types
EXTREME LENGTHS SMOOTHING
TREATMENT REDUCES SPLIT ENDS
AND BREAKAGE

pH
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protection

BioRestore®
intense repair

Mineral
rich oils

60% more
strength

Locks in
moisture

Phyto
extracts

20% more
shine

Bio Identical
keratin

Protective
barrier

Introdction
PROTECT YOUR LENGTH with the new Quick Grow

Smoothing Treatment for extreme length creating a
permeable protective barrier surrounding the outer cuticle
of the hair to lock in moisture, prevent breakage and split
ends and reduce drying time resulting in long, strong,
shiny beautiful hair.

WHO IS THIS TREATMENT FOR

Clients with long hair, or with goals to grow their hair longer
should be prescribed this treatment every 3 - 4 months as
part of their hair growth program to achieve and maintain
long, healthy strong hair.

HOW DOES IT WORK

This treatment uses Bio Identical keratin that has a similar
composition to human hair (containing all 19 amino acids) at
a molecular weight of 600. It forms a permeable keratin
mesh surrounding the outer cuticles of the hair protecting it
from damage, breakage and moisture loss. This treatment
smoothes down the outer cuticles resulting in smooth shiny
hair with natural movement with restored luster, elasticity
and shine.
THE RESULT: Hair is 60% stronger with sealed split ends and a

silky soft frizz-free finish with natural movement.

50 %
Reduces drying
time by 50%

BioRestore®
intense repair

Mineral
rich oils

60% stronger
hair

Locks in
moisture

20% more
shine

SLS Free | Paraben Free | Cruelty Free | Petroleum Free | Formaldehyde free

WHAT’S INSIDE THE BOX

PREPARE THE HAIR

CLARIFYING SHAMPOO
A pH 6 Clarifying shampoo that gently cleanses
the hair with no damage to surface keratin and
safe on colour (protects colour)

10ml℮

0.33 FL. OZ

THE PROTECTIVE BARRIER

SMOOTHING TREATMENT
A thick creamy keratin treatment applied direct to the
hair that creates a protective barrier, smoothing down
the cuticles and providing up to 4 months of protection
against heat, chemical and environmental damages.

100ml℮ 3.38 FL. OZ

AFTER CARE

TREATMENT MASQUE
A thick creamy violet pigmented masque containing 3
powerful mineral rich oils infused with BioRestore keratin
peptides and caviar at a molecular weight of less than 30
allowing these and many more rich conditioning
ingredients to be delivered deep inside the hair strand.

10ml℮

0.33 FL. OZ

MATERIALS NEEDED:

Ionic Hair Dryer (we recommend: Parlux)
Mineral infused Ceramic Temperature Controlled Hair Iron (we recommend: Veaudry)
Sectioning clips, Round Brush, Paddle Brush, Detangle Comb
Thermal Cap, Hooded Drier / Climazone

STEP 1

Clarifying
Shampoo
A pH 6 clarifying shampoo that gently
cleanses the hair with no damage to surface
keratin and safe on colour (protects colour)
PREPARES THE HAIR FOR THE KERATIN
SMOOTHING TREATMENT

Balanced acting pH 6 formula
protects the hairs inner cortex
from over exposure to treatment.
Deep cleansing sulphate free
shampoo that is gentle on the
hair cuticles

Colour Safe formula resulting in
minimal colour loss during
treatment
Less tangles at the basin due to
balanced acting pH formula

DIRECTIONS: Wet hair. Apply Shampoo
and work into a rich lather from roots to tip.
Rinse well. Repeat and leave shampoo on
the hair for 2 - 5 minutes. Rinse with cool
water **
Gently towel dry hair before applying step 2.
**For extreme damaged hair, apply a small amount of the
Quick Grow Advanced Hair Masque onto rinsed, squeeze
dried hair and massage it into the hair. Leave for 5 minutes
before proceeding to the next step.

EXPERT TIP: by massaging the scalp during
the cleansing process you are removing
unwanted impurities from the scalp and
folicles resulting in a therapeutic deep
cleanse to the scalp and hair

After two washes of the
Clarifying Shampoo
Hair and scalp is thoroughly
cleansed and refreshed,
free of impurities, build up and free
radicals (ROS’s). The hair strand is
now at the correct pH and
prepared to absorb any treatments
or colour evenly and also lifts evenly
during highlighting and bleaching
processes. The scalp is now
balanced for optimal absorbtion of
scalp therapy treatments and
tonics.
INGREDIENTS: AQUA (WATER), COCAMIDOPROPYL
BETAINE, COCAMIDE DEA, PEG-150 DISTEARATE,
HYDROLYZED KERATIN, PARFUM, PEG-12 DIMETHICONE,
POLYQUATERTNIUM-7, SODIUM LAURETH-2 SULFATE,
DISSODIUM EDTA, CITRIC ACID, ETHYLHEXYLGLYCERIN,
PHENOXYEYHANOL

STEP 2

Treatment
application
A thick creamy keratin
treatment applied direct to
the hair to create a protective
barrier against heat, chemical
and environmental damages
PROTECTS THE HAIR FROM
BREAKAGE FOR UP TO 4 MONTHS

Working with small even sections, apply
treatment liberally using a professional salon
brush to fully saturate the hair.

Applying the treatment to
damp pre-washed hair

Contains a powerful blend of
Hydrolised Keratin that form a
protective barrier around the hair
that lasts up to 4 months.

Contains Argan Oil that reduces
breakage and split ends and is a

The treatment is a thick creamy
consistency with easy spreadability.
It’s rich conditioning properties
softens the cuticles and deeply
conditions the hair the longer the
treatment is left in the hair.

powerful detangler and intense
moisturising agent
Contains Shea Butter which is
rich in vitamins A and E along
with essential fatty acids that
heal the hair, reduces frizz and
protects the hair from heat

INGREDIENTS: AQUA (WATER), GLYOXYLIC ACID,
BEHENTRIMONIUM METHOSULFATE, CAPRYLYL METHICONE,
PROPYLENE GLYCOL, CETEARYL ALCOHOL, HYDROLYZED
KERATIN, ARGANIA SPINOSA KERNEL (ARGAN) OIL,
BUTYROSPERMUM PARKII (SHEA) BUTTER, COCOS NUCIFERA
(COCONUT) OIL, D-PANTENOL, DIMETHICONOL,
DIMETHICONE CROSSPOLYMER, AMODIMETHICONE, PARFUM,
SODIUM PCA, CETRIMONIUM CHLORIDE, PHENYL
TRIMETHICONE, TRIDECETH-12, ETHYLHEXYLGLYCERIN,
PHENOXYEYHANOL

damage caused by
flat irons and blow drying
Contains Coconut Oil that
prevents protein loss in hair
caused by heat damage offering
superior keratin protection
Hydrolised Keratin delivers all 19
aminos back into the hair
restoring strength, elasticity,
reducing split ends and restoring
hair to its youthful luster

DIRECTIONS: Section the hair into small equal
sections. Apply the treatment onto small, thin
sections of hair.

Gently comb each section with a detangle or
straight tooth comb for even saturation. Let the
treatment process in the hair for 15 - 20 minutes.
Rinse hair in cool water for 30 - 45 seconds.
Squeeze out excess water.

STEP 3

Setting the
Treatment

HEAT / PASS DIRECTIONS: Please refer
to the below diagram for number of
passes and recommended flat iron
temparature settings:

Bonding the treatment to the hair
for long lasting superior restuls

HAIR TYPE

HEAT SEALS THE TREATMENT INTO THE
HAIR AND CREATES A PROTECTIVE BARRIER
THAT LASTS UP TO 4 MONTHS

TEMPERATURE

PASSES

FINE

180ºC

5

MEDIUM

190ºC

5-6

COARSE

200ºC

5-7

STEP 1: Blowdry hair to 100% dry using a round brush

Blowdry the hair to 100% dry using a round brush and working with
small even sections to ensure the cuticles are completely softened and
the treatment is dried into the hair.

STEP 2: Flat Iron hair with 5 - 7 passes per section**

THE RESULT: Hair retains movement and texture
but with a soft silky finish that is frizz-free,
improved strength and sealed split ends

After one wash, 48hrs after
treatment was applied
The hair will still retain some
movement and texture with a
smooth silky frizz-free finish. Split
ends appear sealed and hair strand
appears even from root to tip. The
model said her hair dried in half the
time and used less heat to achieve
an effortless natural look with ease.

Working in small of 2cm - 3cm sections, create long even strokes with
the flat iron from root to tip repeating 5 - 7 passes per section
depending on the texture and thickness of the hair.

**AFTER CARE

Blonde Icon
Masque
Maintain the effects of
the Smoothing Treatment
for longer
TONE, RESTORE LOST KERATIN
AND MAINTAIN SMOOTHING
EFFECTS
A rich violet pigmented
strengthening and
conditioning masque
enriched with shea butter,
olive oil and coconut
extracts with a delicious

Recommended After Care: Quick Grow Blonde Icon Shampoo,
Conditioner and Blonde Icon Masque.

Uses BioAffinity® technology
delivering positively charged
(cationic) keratin which is attracted
to damaged sections of the hair.

Contains nutrient dense Caviar
at a molecular weight of less
than 30, delivering 19 aminos
deep inside the hair to repair
chemically damaged hair
BioRestore® keratin peptides
increases hair strength by 60%
Rich Violet pigment tones blonde
brunette and highlighted hair for
illuminated shine and rich cool tones
Powerful herbal extracts increase
shine by up to 20%

Why use the Blonde Icon
Masque and not the
Original?
Keratin is naturally yellow in colour,
and by applying a keratin treatment
to any hair colour it may appear
warmer in tone. The Blonde Icon
range will assist in toning the hair to a
cooler natural tone after every wash.
INGREDIENTS: AQUA (WATER), CETEARYL ALCOHOL,
CETRIMONIUM CHLORIDE, PETROLATUM, C12-15 ALKIL
BENZOATE, PARAFFINUM LIQUIDUM, MYRISTYL STEARATE
(AND) MYRISTYL PALMITATE, BUTYROSPERMUM PARKII
BUTTER, OLEA EUROPAEA FRUIT OIL, CAVIAR EXTRACT,
HYDROLYZED WHEAT PROTEIN (AND) HYDROLYZED SOY
PROTEIN (AND) HYDROLYZED CORN PROTEIN, PHENYL
TRIMETHICONE, BEHENTRIMONIUM METHOSULFATE (AND)
CETEARYL ALCOHOL, PHENOXYETHANOL (AND)
ETHYLHEXYLGLYCERIN, PROPYLENE GLYCOL,
AMODIMETHICONE (AND) TRIDECETH-12 (AND)
CETRIMONIUM CHLORIDE, PARFUM, ACID VIOLET 43, ACID
BLACK 1, LACTIC ACID
ALLERGENS: GLUTEN, SOY

Contains BioRestore®; a
powerful keratin peptide that
deeply restores elasticity,
reducing split ends and
restoring hair to its youthful
luster

DIRECTIONS: Apply masque to damp, pre-washed hair for up
to 5 minutes (use a treatment cap and place under a hooded
dryer for 10 minutes for extreme damage). Rinse with cool
water, and apply conditioner as the final step.
THE RESULT: 60% Stronger smoother frizz-free
hair with increased shine, elasticity and intense
repair
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